
On this Shabbat, as we come to the end of the Book of Leviticus, we read a double portion Behar/B’Hukkotai.  
 

Following the readings in the Book of Leviticus, we went from laws and regulations that were only applicable 

when there was a Temple in Jerusalem, to very practical laws that have a significant relevance in our daily 

lives today. The Book of Leviticus contains an interesting mix of rules that are, mainly of a ritual character, to 

rules that directly affect how we operate within a caring society. 

On this Shabbat we have a good example within this last category. We read, on this Shabbat, laws that 

effectively protect those who are less fortunate in our society. 
 

The text reads (Chapter 25, verse 35): “If your kinsman, being in straits, comes under your authority, and you 

hold him as though a resident alien, let him live by your side.” 

 

This verse reveals a very moving sensitivity when it comes to the impoverished kinsman. The Hebrew word 

for ‘hold him’ is v’ehezakta which means both to hold him and to give him strength; both at the same time! 

What a beautiful combination-to hold (to stop the fall) and to give strength (as a way to initiate the recovery 

process)!  
 

There are basically two ways of approaching someone who is down; either we hold them and strengthen them, 

or we help them but don’t stop them in their fall. The verse here is very clear, hold him and v’ehezakta bo; 

make him strong.  
 

There are many times when we might, although temporarily, be in the position of the stronger one. When that 

is the case, the Torah teaches us, don’t take advantage of the ephemeral circumstance; help your fellow human 

being, make him or her stronger while you are holding them. 
 

In addition to the physical weakness, illness and death that this pandemic is challenging us with, this Corona 

virus has also pushed and forced our society to deal with so many other problems. Loss of jobs, slow down of 

the economy, loss of sources of income; increasing poverty in our societies, less resources available for regular 

basic health care, isolation, depression, these are just to name a few. There are so many others. Education has 

suffered immensely because of the pandemic. 
 

Many, too many people, have lost their jobs, and has become challenging for them to be able to make a 

respectable living and put food on their tables. 
 

Those of us who have already been vaccinated, feel a little safer health wise. But there is no vaccine to deal 

with the huge economic and financial losses of those who have lost everything because of this pandemic. And 

it is for them, that the Torah says: ‘hold them.’ 
 

As we start reopening our buildings and as we start thinking about ways to go back to live events, back to 

‘normal,’ the Torah portion this week is reminding us that we still need to ‘hold’ them, because they need our 

help. 
 

The Rabbis, commenting on this verse, establish that it is easier to support a person and hold him or her up 

when the person first begins to stumble than it is to pick up the person after he or she has fallen. 
 

The opportunities are right in front of us; let’s play our part and help those who are less fortunate than us. 

Shabbat Shalom! 
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